A limiting case of the Michell problem involving an elastic wedge is the unbounded solid with a semi-infinite cut, the tip of which is subjected to a concentrated force. For the limiting case, the classical solution leads to overlapping of material whenever the component of the force along the axis of symmetry is directed away from the cut, and the problem must be solved anew using unilateral boundary conditions. The required mathematics is simple, and the subject is suitable for classroom discussion. Two examples are solved explicitly, and additional exercise problems are suggested.
Introduction
Elasticity solutions involving unilateral boundary conditions tend to be complicated and most are not well suited for classroom discussion or student exercises. A simple situation illustrating many aspects of boundary conditions with inequalities, and particularly those associated with frictional slip, evolves, however, from the Michell problem of a wedge subjected to a concentrated force at its vertex [1] . A limiting case of the wedge is the unbounded solid with a semi-infinite cut or crack. The simplicity of this problem in a unilateral formulation is due to the fact that it contains no characteristic length independent of the applied load P. Consequently, since the contact is receding and therefore independent of the level of the applied load [2], it is clear that the two sides of the cut are either separated or in contact everywhere. Moreover, the two faces must either stick or slip everywhere in case of contact.
Boundary conditions and form o~ solution
Consider the unbounded solid with a straight semi-infinite cut. The tip of the cut is subjected to a concentrated force of magnitud e P. The coordinate system is placed in relation to the solid as shown in Fig. 1 
It should be noted that elasticity problems with friction require that the deformation process be followed in time. We refrain, however, from indicating the time dependence explicitly, unless there is a need to do so. It is assumed in the present discussion that the rate at which the applied force changes in magnitude or direction is sufficiently small, so that inertia effects can be left out. If the faces of the cut are separated, the boundary conditions are
The boundary conditions for contact with stick are Igl, (8a, b) which for contact with slip between the faces g=0,
IS[<f~
ISl=fk [NI, (9a, b) N < 0, sgn S = sgn V, (t0a,b)
while fs and fk denote respectively the coefficients of static and kinetic friction
ffk -<fs).
The Coulomb law expressed by (8b), (9b) and (10b) makes a distinction between static and kinetic friction. It is generally not possible to incorporate this distinction in elasticity solutions, and one may have to set fk =f~. The present problem is an
